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 Industrial Policy:
 A Dissent

 Charles L. Schultze

 Charles L. Schultze is a senior fellow in the
 Economic Studies program at Brookings. He
 was chairman of the Council of Economic Ad
 visors from 1977 to 1980 and director of the
 U.S. Bureau of the Budget from 1965 to
 1967. His books include The Public Use of
 Private Interest.

 The last ten years have been a time of troubles for most of the
 world's industrial economies. The growth of output and productivity
 has slowed. Both inflation and unemployment have averaged sub

 stantially higher than in earlier postwar years. And the decade has pro
 duced the two worst recessions of the postwar period.

 In the United States, this experience has spawned two new economic
 doctrines, each purporting to explain the source of at least some of our
 economic ills and offering a plan of action to deal with them. These econom
 ic theories originated outside of the mainstream of professional economic
 thought. The first of them is supply-side economics, which is based on a
 vast exaggeration of the incentive effects of lower taxes. It has had a spectac
 ular political success, and was installed in early 1981 as official U.S. govern
 ment policy.

 The second of these new theories?and the latest entry in the competition
 for the hearts and minds of political candidates?is a set of economic ideas
 and policy recommendations that goes by the name "industrial policy." It
 has been the subject of a growing stream of books and articles; it has been
 endorsed as a concept by the AFL-CIO; its precepts have been incorporated
 in a number of bills now before the Congress; and it is receiving a sympa
 thetic hearing from many of the candidates for the 1984 Democratic presi
 dential nomination.

 The phrase "industrial policy" means somewhat different things to differ
 ent people; it refers not so much to a single theory as to a loose collection of
 similar diagnoses and proposals. The diagnoses generally cluster around
 two basic propositions:

 First, the United States has been "de-industrializing." The share of national
 output generated by manufacturing has been falling in recent years while
 the share attributable to services has been growing. Within manufacturing a
 number of essential heavy industries are in absolute decline, and the United
 States is no longer at the cutting edge of technological advance in the newer,
 high-tech industries. We are becoming increasingly uncompetitive in world
 markets. These are the symptoms of deep-seated structural problems; they
 will not be cured by macroeconomic measures aimed at overall economic
 growth. The private market is not directing investment to the right places;
 older manufacturing industries cannot find the funds they need to rehabili
 tate themselves, and promising new firms in the advancing sectors are often
 unable to secure as much venture capital as they need for growth. American
 labor finds it difficult to make the necessary transition from older, declining
 industries to newer ones with good growth potential and high value-added
 per worker; this is partly because investment is being directed to the wrong
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 industries and partly because laid-off workers do not
 have the skills needed or are not in the right locations.
 And when these dislocated workers eventually do get
 reemployed it is too often in low-skill jobs paying low
 wages. We are in danger of becoming a nation of ham
 burger joints and boutique shops.

 Second, some other countries?Japan being the preeminent
 example?have developed governmental policies that success
 fully promote vigorous industrial growth. The Japanese
 government identifies potential winners in the compe
 tition for world markets and encourages their growth,

 while simultaneously protecting and easing the burden
 of adjustment for older but essential heavy industries.
 Farsighted officials in the Japanese Ministry of Interna
 tional Trade and Industry (MITI), working closely with
 cooperative Japanese business leaders and bankers,
 plan and organize, years in ad
 vance, such industrial achieve
 ments as the penetration of world
 automobile markets, the develop
 ment of automated steel mills
 producing at water's edge for ex
 ports, the 256K memory chip,
 and now the ultimate
 supercomputer.
 The various proponents of in

 dustrial policy offer a wide range
 of suggestions to deal with the
 structural problems they identify.
 Many of their proposals involve
 new or modified federal initia
 tives in traditional areas: expand
 ed support for technical
 education; research and develop
 ment; and programs to retrain
 workers. Whatever the merits of
 these ideas, they do not consti
 tute a major new thrust in eco
 nomic policy. What is new,
 however, is the proposal that
 government deliberately set out to plan and create an
 industrial structure, and a pattern of output and invest

 ment, significantly different from what the market
 would have produced. Two leading advocates of indus
 trial policy, Ira Magaziner and Robert Reich, put the
 matter this way: "We suggest that U.S. companies and
 the government develop a coherent and coordinated
 industrial policy whose aim is to raise the real income of
 our citizens by improving the patterns of our invest
 ments rather than by focusing only on aggregate invest
 ment levels."1

 Industrial policy thus aims to channel the flow of
 private investment towards some firms and indus
 tries?and necessarily, therefore, away from others.
 The government develops, at least in broad outline, an
 explicit conception of the direction in which industrial
 structure ought to be evolving, and then adopts a set of
 tax, loan, trade, regulatory, and other policies to lead
 economic activity along the desired path.

 Industrial policy typically has two aspects?"picking
 the winners" and "protecting the losers"?and propo
 nents sometimes disagree as to the relative emphasis to
 be placed on each. "Picking the winners" involves iden
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 tifying industries that are at the cutting edge of eco
 nomic progress, with such characteristics as high
 growth potential and high value-added per worker,
 and then providing investment subsidies, research
 support, and other assistance to existing firms and new
 entrants in those industries. "Protecting the losers," on
 the other hand, involves supporting and presumably
 helping to rehabilitate major declining industries. The
 government measures that would be deployed for this
 purpose include creation of barriers against competi
 tion from imports, special tax breaks, subsidized loans,
 and selectively favorable regulatory treatment. In most
 versions of industrial policy, the government, in a
 switch from current practice, would require that labor
 and management in these declining industries accept
 major reforms?wage restraint, reduction of feather

 bedding rules, and improved
 managerial practices?as precon
 ditions for assistance.

 In addition to the two explicit
 propositions noted above?that
 America has been de-industrializ
 ing and that the government of
 Japan has successfully managed
 industrial adjustment?there are
 two implicit premises on which
 the case for a U.S. industrial poli
 cy rests. The first of these is that
 the government has the analytical
 capability to determine with
 greater success than market
 forces what industrial structure is

 appropriate, who the potential
 winners are, which of the losers
 should be saved, and how they
 should be restructured. The sec
 ond is that the American political
 system would (or could) make
 such critical choices among firms,
 individuals, and regions on the

 basis of economic criteria rather than political
 pressures.

 In fact, as we shall see, reality does not square with
 any of the four premises on which the advocates of
 industrial policy rest their case. America is not de-in
 dustrializing. Japan does not owe its industrial success
 to its industrial policy. Government is not able to devise
 a "winning" industrial structure. Finally, it is not possi
 ble in the American political system to pick and choose
 among individual firms and regions in the substantive,
 efficiency-driven way envisaged by advocates of indus
 trial policy.

 De-industrialization: A Nonexistent Trend

 America has not been de-industrializing. Throughout
 the industrial world, economic performance in the
 1970s did fall behind the record of the 1960s. But rela
 tive to the industries of other countries, American in
 dustry performed quite well by almost all standards.2

 During the decade of the 1970s, before the current
 recession began, the United States was vastly superior
 to the major European countries and to japan in the
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 generation of new jobs. Total employment grew by 24
 percent in the United States during that decade. The
 next best performer was Japan, with a 9 percent in
 crease. Other countries were far behind; in Germany,
 for example, employment actually fell. Moreover, the
 United States was one of only three major industrial
 countries?Italy and Canada having been the others?
 with any increase in manufacturing employment. Ac
 cording to OECD data, manufacturing production in
 the United States, while rising less rapidly than produc
 tion in Japan, grew faster than the European average
 and outstripped the gains made in Germany, a country
 that is usually mentioned, along with Japan, as a lead
 ing example of industrial strength.3
 Manufacturing production in the United States typi

 cally rises more in business cycle expansions, and falls
 further in contractions, than does
 total GNP. After adjustment for
 this regular cyclical pattern?and j/M
 contrary to popular impression? yy*
 the share of private domestic w% *
 GNP produced by manufacturing ,^^1 '
 industries did not decline signifi- ^0Tv
 cantly in the 1970s.4 The propor- ^mt\
 tion of total U.S. employment ^mlO^^
 accounted for by manufacturing ^?5s^^^
 has been falling throughout the >^^rsi^?^
 postwar period, but this princi- ^rm^^rtSlSi
 pally reflects the fact that produc- m jVJ^^S^ff^
 tivity growth (output per person) mj?pfc^ylBI
 has continued to grow faster in ^V^^^^^l
 manufacturing than in most other L^oj^^^^^^,

 The relatively good perfor- ? ?^K^^^M
 manee of the industrial sector in %|^l^^^^^|
 the 1970s was partly due to a very mt^K^^^^^^
 large increase during the dec- f?fW?^^^^^?
 ade?in fact, a doubling?in ex- ^Z^eLJ?hI^H
 ports of American manufactured
 goods. This was a good bit less
 than the rise in Japanese exports, but substantially
 higher than the increase experienced by Europe.
 America's export strength was aided by a decline in the
 real exchange value of the dollar, from an overvalued
 level at the beginning of the decade to what many peo
 ple believed was a somewhat undervalued level at the
 end. Since it is unlikely that the value of the dollar will
 fall steadily over the long run, the share of U.S. eco
 nomic activity accounted for by the manufacturing sec
 tor could conceivably decline very slowly. That would
 be a natural development, however, in no way reflect
 ing a structural malaise requiring new governmental
 policies.

 The United States does have some old-line heavy
 industries with deep-seated structural problems?es
 pecially the steel and automobile industries. But they
 are not typical of American industry generally. There is
 no evidence that in periods of reasonably normal pros
 perity American labor and capital are incapable of mak
 ing the gradual transitions that are always required in a
 dynamic economy, as demand and output shift from
 older industries to newer ones at the forefront of tech
 nological advances.

 Indeed, American industry successfully made some
 important and desirable structural adjustments in the
 1970s, even though that was a decade of economic diffi
 culties throughout the world. Thus, Robert Lawrence
 of Brookings reports that the U.S. international trade
 surplus in the products of high-tech industries grew
 from $12 billion in 1972 to $40 billion in 1979, while the
 trade deficit in other manufactured products rose from
 $15 billion to $35 billion over the same period. Yet,
 according to a study done for the National Commission
 for Employment Policy, dislocated workers?defined
 as unemployed people whose last jobs were in declin
 ing industries and who had been out of work for more
 than eight weeks?amounted to only 0.4 percent of the
 labor force in March, 1980.5 In addition, although the
 total unemployment rate was higher in the United

 States than in most large Europe
 an countries as the 1970s drew to
 a close, long-term unemployment
 was substantially lower.6

 But even if it is true that the
 United States was not de-indus
 trializing in the 1970s, has not the
 industrial sector performed very

 much worse than the economy in
 general during the past several
 years? Yes, it has. From 1981
 through the fourth quarter of
 1982?the trough of the reces
 sion?GNP declined by 2.2 per
 cent while manufacturing
 production fell by 10.6 percent.
 But the outsized drop in manu
 facturing production occurred for
 two reasons having nothing to do

 with de-industrialization. First,
 as noted above, manufacturing
 production always falls faster than
 GNP during recessions, and rises
 faster during booms. In the first

 half of 1983, for example, as GNP began to recover at a
 5.9 percent annual rate, manufacturing production
 jumped up at an 16.2 percent rate. Second, the huge
 rise in the real exchange value of the dollar over the last
 two years discouraged U.S. exports and encouraged
 foreign imports?a development that had an especially
 depressing effect on American manufacturing indus
 tries. But the overvaluation of the dollar was obviously
 not caused by structural deficiencies in American in
 dustry; it was principally the result of the combination
 of tight money and loose budgetary policy that gave us
 unprecedentedly high interest rates. What is needed is
 a better mix of macroeconomic policies, not a new gov
 ernment agency to influence the pattern of industrial
 investment.
 What about the dramatic fall in the rate of productiv

 ity growth in the United States during the 1970s? Does
 that not reflect, at least in part, a major structural prob
 lem in U.S. manufacturing sector? The pace of produc
 tivity growth did, indeed, decrease. While the reasons
 for this decline are still something of a mystery, a few
 things are known. First, the decline was worldwide?
 and its magnitude in the United States was about mid
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 way down the list of industrial countries. Second, the
 decline was not concentrated in manufacturing indus
 tries; in fact, by most estimates it was somewhat small
 er there than in the other sectors of the economy, and
 productivity growth has continued to be higher in man
 ufacturing than in most sectors. Third, the decline was
 not caused by a shift in production away from high
 productivity manufacturing industries to low-produc
 tivity service industries.7

 Productivity growth is the source of rising living
 standards. The sharp decline in that growth, in manu
 facturing and elsewhere, is the most serious long-run
 problem facing the U.S. economy. But there is no evi
 dence that this decline stems from a tendency for the
 private market system to allocate investment to the
 "wrong" places?away from the manufacturing sector
 or, within manufacturing, to the
 wrong firms or industries. The '
 decrease in productivity growth
 in no way bolsters the case for an
 industrial policy.

 A Closer Look at the Japa
 nese Success

 The postwar flourishing of Ja
 pan's economy is frequently cited
 as the premier example of how
 successful an industrial policy
 can be. The Japanese do have a
 way of working cooperatively to
 wards national economic objec
 tives without getting strangled in
 bureaucratic red tape or dulling
 competition among business
 firms. But the contributions of

 MITI and of industrial policy to
 Japan's postwar success have
 been far overstated. Other factors
 were primarily responsible for
 the phenomenal growth that the
 Japanese economy enjoyed until very recently.

 First, over the past two decades, the Japanese saved
 and invested some 30 to 35 percent of their GNP, com
 pared to 17 to 20 percent in the United States.8 Second,
 with an industrial plant technologically far behind
 those of the United States and Western Europe, Japa
 nese business firms were able to put the huge savings
 to work at moderate risk and with good returns by
 upgrading their capital stock with known technologies.
 Countries that were much nearer to the technological
 frontier, like the United States, had to depend more
 heavily for their economic growth on the gradual ad
 vance of technical knowledge. Third, the Japanese ap
 pear to have developed a unique set of cooperative
 labor-management relationships that promote high
 quality work and rapid productivity growth.

 Throughout the postwar period, the Japanese gov
 ernment in general, and MITT in specific, did act on a
 broad view of what was required for rapid economic
 growth in the particular circumstances facing Japan.
 For example, private savings and investment were en
 couraged by tax laws and other measures. Up through
 the early 1970s, macroeconomic policies were highly
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 expansive, but with a combination of very stimulative
 monetary policies and large budget surpluses. Thus,
 the government endeavored to encourage the rapid ex
 pansion of both demand and supply. Since it needed to
 import virtually all of its fuel and raw materials, Japan
 discouraged the import of manufactured goods. Espe
 cially in the earlier part of postwar history, when it was
 still lagging behind other major countries in industrial
 technology, Japan protected large segments of its home

 market against import competition.
 But while a broad strategy along these lines did guide

 Japanese economic policy during the postwar period,
 that strategy did not dictate the detailed structure of
 Japanese industry. The major decisions about where
 funds would be invested were made by Japanese busi
 ness leaders, not by MITI. Hugh Patrick, professor of

 Far Eastern economics at Yale,
 has put forward this assessment:

 Indeed, looking at Japanese
 industrial development as a

 whole in the postwar period,
 I think the predominant
 source of its success was the
 entrepreneural vigor of pri
 vate enterprises that invest
 ed a good deal and took a lot
 of risks. The main role of the
 government was to provide
 an accommodating and sup
 portive environment for the
 market, rather than provid
 ing leadership or direction.
 Unquestionably government
 planning bodies were impor
 tant in a few industrial sec
 tors, but not in many others,
 which flourished on their
 own.9

 The Japanese government,
 through its Liscal Investment and Loan Program
 (FILP), does control substantial investment sums,
 amounting in 1980 to some $80 billion in direct invest
 ments, subsidized loans, and loan guarantees. Such a
 large investment budget does seem to offer potential
 leverage for carrying out an industrial policy. In fact,
 however, as Brookings' Philip Trezise carefully docu
 mented in the Spring, 1983, issue of the Review, the
 government's investment portfolio is spread across a
 wide range of enterprises in response to regional, po
 litical, and special interest pressures. In 1979, the FILP
 budget was allocated among some fifty separate agen
 cies, plus a number of local governments. The local
 governments, together with four agencies (a housing
 loan corporation, two small business financing entities,
 and the Japanese National Railways), got a total of 60
 percent of the funds. Another 27 percent went to such
 entities as the Ex-Im Bank; the Japan Highway Corpora
 tion; the Japan Housing Corporation; the Agriculture,
 Forestry, and Fisheries Corporation; and the Japan De
 velopment Bank.

 The Japan Development Bank (JDB), in turn, seems a
 likely candidate for the role of financing an industrial

 But the contributions

 of MITI and of indus
 trial policy to Japan's
 postwar success have
 been far overstated.
 Other factors were pri
 marily responsible . . . .
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 policy aimed at building up major growth industries.
 The facts belie this conjecture, too. In the first twenty
 years of the JDB's life, according to Trezise, three-quar
 ters of its funds went to merchant shipping, electric
 utilities, and regional and urban development. The
 burgeoning steel industry, on the other hand, received
 during these two decades less than one percent ($110
 million) of the JDB's financing. Since 1972, in Japan as
 in the United States, public investment has emphasized
 energy and pollution control?and the JDB budget re
 flects this trend. But JDB investment in the develop
 ment of new technologies outside of the energy
 industry has averaged only $313 million a year over the
 past decade.

 Thus, in Japan as in any other democratic country,
 the public investment budget has been divvied up in
 response to diverse political pres
 sures. It has not been a major in- r %j ^^^
 strument for concentrating W ^^J
 investment resources in carefully ^^^J
 selected growth industries. In- fSS^
 deed, if one changed the institu- /4??^i
 tional labels, the Japanese U^0^
 government's investment budget Q C^i
 looks remarkably like what might ^f&j A
 have emerged from a House and ^^^^\^/^/A^
 Senate conference committee on ^tfL? ^\n^^
 public works in the United States ^^^L ^^^l^r Congress. ^V^^^ftJ rbu
 All of this is not to suggest that &^^^^ it^2

 MITI had no influence on the di- f ^^^^ET^^0
 rection of Japanese industrial in- W ^^^?F^ V^
 vestment. For example, MITI is V ^fl^i?fl
 widely, and probably quite cor- ^^ ^BM^I
 rectly, cited as having played a i^^^^^^^^
 major role in organizing the very IT i^^\^^
 successful Japanese penetration I ^M^^^xV^
 of the memory chip segment of UE^^fcSAktf the world semiconductor mar- " "^^
 kets. As Paul Krugman has point
 ed out, however, the relevant question is whether this
 particular use of Japanese savings generated a higher
 return for the nation than would have been earned had
 the market allocated the funds.20 It may have done so,
 but we do not yet know the answer.

 MITI has also had some major failures. For instance,
 MITI tried very hard?and, as is evident, to no avail?
 to keep Honda out of the automobile business and to
 consolidate Japanese auto production into a few giant
 companies. MITI also attempted to get a major com
 mercial aircraft industry going in Japan, but the banks
 failed to follow MITI's lead and would not provide the
 necessary capital. Those who attribute Japan's econom
 ic success principally to MITI's industrial policy seem to
 be suggesting that without MITI the huge 30 to 35 per
 cent of GNP that the Japanese invested in the past
 several decades would have gone mainly into such in
 dustries as textiles, shoes, plastic souvenirs, and fisher
 ies. This is sheer nonsense. Given the quality of
 Japanese business executives, those massive invest
 ment funds probably would have wound up roughly
 where they actually did. And to the extent that there
 would have been differences, there is no reason to be

 Heve that MITI's influence, on balance, improved the
 choices in any major way.

 The combination that worked so well for Japan?a
 huge saving rate, aggressive business leaders, and a
 backlog of modern technology waiting to be exploit
 ed?may now be faltering. In particular, as Japan has
 caught up to the technological frontier of other Western
 countries, the potential for large returns from invest
 ment in known technologies has been reduced. The
 propensity to save remains high, but investment op
 portunities appear to have dwindled. Partly for this
 reason, Japanese economic growth, while still above
 that in other advanced countries, fell from an average
 of 9.9 percent a year between 1960 and 1973 to 3.5
 percent a year between 1973 and 1983."

 Identifying the "Right"
 Industrial Structure
 Despite the lack of evidence that
 the United States has been de-in
 dustrializing or that the key to Ja
 pan's economic success has been
 its industrial policy, advocates of
 an industrial policy for the United
 States nevertheless propose that
 the federal government play a

 much enlarged role in determin
 ing the structure of American in
 dustry. The centerpiece of an
 industrial policy is some kind of a
 development bank?a new Re
 construction Finance Corpora
 tion?with authority to do some
 or all of the following: provide
 loans, loan guarantees, and sub
 sidies to business firms and re
 gional development bodies;
 certify firms as being eligible for
 special tax breaks; recommend
 measures to protect domestic in

 dustries against competition from imports; and negoti
 ate restructuring agreements with labor and
 management in firms and industries that are in trouble
 and are candidates for assistance. In many versions of
 industrial policy, the new RFC would be governed, or
 at least be advised, by a tripartite body made up of
 representatives from business, labor, and government.
 The powers of the Corporation would be exercised in
 pursuit of explicit industrial objectives designed to
 achieve some combination of the two broad goals?
 stimulating the emergence and growth of new high
 tech industries and protecting and rehabilitating older
 industries.

 The first problem for the government in carrying out
 an industrial policy is that we actually know precious
 little about identifying, before the fact, a "winning"
 industrial structure. There does not exist a set of eco
 nomic criteria that determine what gives different
 countries preeminence in particular lines of business.
 Nor is it at all clear what the substantive criteria would
 be for deciding which older industries to protect or
 restructure.

 Originally, comparative advantage and international

 Robert Wiser
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 specialization among countries were thought to derive
 principally from the relative abundance or scarcity of
 the factors of production?labor, capital, and various
 natural resources. The United States and other ad
 vanced industrial countries do in fact have a broad ad
 vantage in the production of those goods that are
 research-based and technologically sophisticated, and
 that require for their production an educated labor
 force. It is also demonstrably the case that the availabil
 ity of certain kinds of natural resources can play an
 important role in determining comparative advantage.
 But beyond these very broad principles, there are no
 general criteria that allow one to predict the industries
 in which a country will be particularly successful.
 Advanced industrial countries both export and im

 port a wide range of goods that covers almost the entire
 spectrum of their manufacturing
 industries. Exports are not con
 centrated in one set of selected in
 dustries and imports in another.
 One study has shown, for exam
 ple, that in major countries very
 few industries, classified at a me
 dium (three digit) level of detail,
 had less than 30 percent of their
 international trade as mfra-indus
 try trade?i.e., in most categories
 of industrial goods, international
 trade involved significant vol
 umes of both exports and imports,
 rather than exclusively one or the
 other. The distribution among
 advanced nations of the produc
 tion of various manufactured pro
 ducts is not principally a function
 of some broad set of national
 characteristics, but arises in large
 part from quite different causes.

 In an insightful article on in
 dustrial policy, Assar Lindbeck of
 the University of Stockholm has analyzed the origins of
 industrial specialization among advanced countries.72

 He argues that what a country will specialize in is deter
 mined by a combination of historical coincidence and
 momentum. Individual entrepreneurs search for a
 niche in the market. Once one or more firms in a coun
 try successfully establish a foothold in the market for
 some special product, forces come into play that can
 heighten, at least for a while, that country's compara
 tive advantage in the manufacture of that product. A
 growing market leads to economies of scale for the
 original producers. Ancillary firms spring up to supply
 the new industry's special needs. Workers and manag
 ers acquire skills and know-how. Success tends to
 breed success.

 In short, the winners emerge from a very individual
 istic search process, only loosely governed by broad
 national advantages in relative labor, capital, or natural
 resource costs. The competence, knowledge, and spe
 cific attributes that go with successful entrepreneurship
 and export capability are so narrowly defined and so
 fine-grained that they cannot be assigned to any par
 ticular nation. The "winners" come from a highly de
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 centralized search process, the results of which cannot
 be identified on the basis of abstract criteria. As Lind
 beck points out, there is nothing in Swedish natural
 resources or national character that would have foreor
 dained that Sweden would be preeminent in the pro
 duction of ball bearings, safety matches, cream
 separators, and automatic lighthouses. Nor, it might be
 added, is there a basis in observable national character
 istics to have predicted Japanese dominance in the mo
 torcycle industry or the American success in
 pharmaceuticals and the export of construction man
 agement and design.

 There are, of course, overall policies that government
 can pursue to create the kind of environment in which a
 decentralized search process is most likely to be fruit
 ful. What government cannot do?except perhaps in a

 country that is far behind the
 leaders and simply trying to catch
 up by imitating them?is to iden
 tify in advance the particular lines
 and products in which its country
 will be successful.

 Some have argued that a new
 industrial policy should particu
 larly seek to reallocate investment
 towards industries with high val
 ue-added per worker and away
 from those with low value-add
 ed. The argument for such a real
 location implicitly assumes (2)
 that there are large numbers of
 skilled American workers
 trapped in low-paying jobs in in
 dustries with low value-added
 per worker; (2) that there are large
 untapped markets for the prod
 ucts of high value-added indus
 tries employing skilled workers;
 and (3) that this situation exists
 because of a oropensitv on the

 part of American business to invest too much in the low
 value-added, and too little in the high value-added,
 industries. Government policies designed to improve
 the skills of the labor force make good sense. But given
 the current mix of skills in the labor pool, there is no
 evidence that market forces in the United States have
 tended to ignore potentially large returns in industries

 with high value-added per worker and to channel ex
 cessive investment to those with low value-added. In
 deed, as Krugman points out, government
 redistribution of a fixed aggregate investment from low
 value-added to high value-added industries would
 tend to lower employment and output, since capital
 labor and capital-output ratios are higher in the latter
 industries.23

 There are equally formidable barriers to designing
 substantively defensible criteria to govern a systematic
 government policy of trade protection and investment
 assistance for declining older industries. No one seri
 ously suggests a policy of indiscriminate aid to all such
 industries, so some criteria for choice are necessary.

 One litmus test that is proposed is the importance of an
 industry to the national defense; that, however, is al

 In short, the winners
 emerge from a very
 individualistic search

 process, only loosely
 governed by broad
 national advantages in
 relative labor, capital, or
 natural resource costs.
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 most always a red herring. The national defense/essen
 tial industry argument is usually presented in an all-or
 nothing mode, as though, in the absence of import
 protection, the affected industry would disappear. In
 fact, what is almost always at stake is a much less dra

 matic change in the industry's fortunes, of a magnitude
 that is irrelevant to national defense. Whether, for ex
 ample, the domestic steel industry meets 80 percent of
 the nation's peacetime needs, as it does now, or only 60
 percent is of no significance to the nation's security.

 It has also been suggested that we assist those par
 ticular older and troubled industries that other govern

 ments are heavily subsidizing. The industries we
 would end up supporting under this decision rule
 would most likely be those with worldwide excess ca
 pacity, in which the returns to investment are unusual
 ly low, since those are the ones

 most apt to be getting help from
 other governments. A systematic
 reallocation of investment away
 from other American industries
 towards these would lower the
 growth of national output and
 real wages.

 Ironically, the systematic provi
 sion of import protection to var
 ious industries, in an effort to
 "restructure" them, would indi
 rectly weaken the most dynamic
 and progressive sector of Ameri
 can industry. Import protection
 would initially worsen the trade
 balances of the countries against
 whom it was directed. As a result,
 their currencies would tend to de
 preciate against the dollar. In
 turn, this would impair the com
 petitive position of American ex
 port industries, which, by their
 very nature, are likely to be at the
 leading edge of economic progress. We would trade
 jobs and output in the leading sectors for jobs and out
 put in the losing sectors.

 In practice, the motivation behind most existing ef
 forts to protect the losers is not so much to improve
 economic performance as to lessen the pains of eco
 nomic change. Almost by definition, a dynamic econo
 my is one in which change is continually at work?
 change in technology, in tastes, and in world markets.
 And while change creates new opportunities, it also
 forces some firms, workers, and communities to make
 painful adjustments.

 A decent concern for the human costs imposed by
 economic change is one hallmark of a compassionate
 society. But society can act to reduce those costs in two
 quite different ways. First, it can short-circuit market
 forces and try to slow the pace of change through subsi
 dies, trade protection, and regulations designed to
 prop up declining firms. Second, it can attempt to ac
 commodate and ease the transitions dictated by chang
 ing economic conditions through the provision of
 reasonable unemployment compensation, relocation
 assistance, and generous training opportunities to

 those facing major adjustment problems. Neither ap
 proach will fully insulate workers and communities
 from the pains of economic change. But systematic ap
 plication of the first approach, while preventing some
 pain for some people, will over time sap the economy of
 dynamism and hold down growth in living standards.
 The second option is far from perfect, but it offers the
 potential of reducing transition costs with much less
 impairment of the dynamism that generates economic
 growth.

 Industrial Policy and the American
 Political System
 Not only would it be impossible for the government to
 pick a winning industrial combination in advance, but
 its attempt to do so would almost surely inflict much

 harm.
 There are many important

 tasks that only governments can
 do?and, with constant effort
 and watchfulness, they can do
 those tasks passably well. But the
 one thing that most democratic
 political systems?and especially
 the American one?cannot do

 well at all is to make critical
 choices among particular firms,
 municipalities, or regions, deter
 mining cold-bloodedly which
 shall prosper and which shall not.
 Yet such choices are precisely the
 kind that would have to be
 made?and made explicitly?for
 an industrial policy to become
 more than a political pork barrel.

 The government can, and con
 tinually does, adopt policies that
 have the indirect consequence of
 harming particular individuals or
 groups. But a cardinal principle of

 American government is "never be seen to do direct
 harm." The formal and informal institutions of the po
 litical system are designed to hinder government from

 making hard choices among specific individuals, re
 warding some and penalizing others. So it is, for exam
 ple, that we have an Economic Development
 Administration, created to help "depressed areas," that
 has eligibility criteria so broad that they encompass
 over 80 percent of the counties in the United States. The
 same pattern?that of obviating the necessity of
 choice?is evident in the evolution of the Model Cities
 Program. Two decades ago, planners in the Johnson
 administration set out to test the proposition that a very
 comprehensive assistance program?directed at phys
 ical capital, education, retraining, social services, and
 so on?that concentrated large investment in a few
 areas could overcome the inertial force and vicious cy
 cle of inner city poverty and decay. A demonstration of
 this approach was initially designed to be carried out in
 a very limited number of cities; hence the name "Model
 Cities Program." By the time the concept had made its
 way through the political thickets of the administration
 and the Congress, the Model Cities Program encom
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 passed one hundred and fifty cities, each receiving only
 a fraction of the funding needed.

 It is not surprising that the American political system
 is seldom capable of making express choices among
 individuals, firms, or regions. The American govern

 ment, after all, was not established to bring order and
 authority out of social chaos. Quite to the contrary, it
 originated in an effort to reduce what was seen as too
 much authority on the part of the British king and par
 liament. Its founders were principally concerned to
 constrain legislative and executive authorities so that
 they could not make arbitrary and invidious choices
 among individuals. In the American system, most deci
 sions that discriminate among specific citizens and
 firms are reached through litigation in the courts,

 where "fairness," rather than "efficiency," is the major
 criterion for setting disputes.

 When it is necessary to permit ex
 ecutive officials to make such de
 cisions, their exercise of
 discretion is hedged about by
 complex procedural safeguards,
 including the right of appeal to
 the courts. The Administrative
 Procedures Act, which governs
 the exercise of regulatory author
 ity, is a prime example of this
 approach.

 The governmental choices that
 an industrial policy contemplates
 have little to do with fairness and
 much to do, at least ostensibly,
 with exacting economic criteria.
 As we have seen, these are pre
 cisely the sorts of decisions that
 the American political system

 makes very poorly. A new RFC
 would do not better. For every
 twenty new entrants into the
 high-tech race, nineteen will
 probably perish and only one succeed. But the federal
 government's portfolio would likely carry all twenty
 forever.

 To be anything more than a universal protector of
 inefficiency, a systematic program of assistance to de
 clining industries would have to call for some very
 hard-headed decisions among particular firms, cities,
 and groups of workers?that the Youngstown plant
 can live but the Weirton one must close, for example, or
 that the cotton textile industry has a reasonable chance
 to rehabilitate itself but the wool textile industry is a
 hopeless case and must die. Or that in order for the
 steel industry to compete successfully in world mar
 kets, the large increases over the last fifteen years in its
 wages and fringe benefits relative to those of the rest of
 industry must be eliminated. Quite apart from the in
 ability of any staff to make such substantive calls cor
 rectly, can anyone seriously imagine an American RFC
 being left alone to make such decisions, with its au
 thorizations and appropriations controlled by the Con
 gress and its policies supervised by a president
 interested in his own and his party's political success?
 Rather, we can expect a combination of patterns to
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 emerge: Some assistance would be made available, on a
 formula basis, to all industries that were in trouble; the

 wheels with the loudest squeaks might get a bit of extra
 financial grease; and protectionist interests would have
 a new and highly vulnerable pressure point to exploit.
 In the process, resources would be misallocated, incen
 tives for industrial efficiency reduced, and competitive
 forces blunted.

 The False Allure of "Coordination"
 One of the most frequently heard arguments for indus
 trial policy is that it would bring a much-needed coordi
 nation to government policy-making. Those who make
 this argument begin by pointing out that the govern

 ment already has in place many individual polices that
 affect the industrial structure, often in illogical, contra

 dictory, or harmful ways. They
 goes on to ask why we do not,
 therefore, adopt a positive and
 coherent industrial policy in place
 of the current ad hoc array. These
 advocates often cite examples of
 the foolishness that ad hoc assis
 tance decisions lead to:

 The U.S. government
 now spends five times more
 on research and develop
 ment for commercial fishing
 than for steel.

 The U.S. tax code pro
 vides almost $750 million a
 vear in tax breaks for the tim

 ber industry, but only a small
 fraction of that amount for
 semiconductors.

 We now provide sub
 stantial import protection for
 the carbon and specialty steel
 industries (an illustration

 _U1? ~JJ_1 _?1- ?
 piers un idULy auuutcu un nie

 grounds that with an industrial policy we would be
 able to extract more competition-oriented reforms
 from labor and management in the favored
 industries).

 In fact, this argument makes little sense ?even if the
 examples cited are indeed blunders. It might very well
 be bad policy to spend five times more on R&D for
 commercial fishing than for steel (although what is rel
 evant is total R&D, private as well as government, and
 even then it is not self-evident that the payoff from
 R&D in commercial fishing is less than from R&D in
 steel). Tax experts long ago concluded that the special
 treatment of the timber industry was excessively gener
 ous. And virtually all economists would argue that the
 steel protectionist measures are bad for the country.
 But these conclusions would all be true even if the term
 "industrial policy" had never been invented, and re
 gardless of whether industrial production was an in
 creasing or a decreasing share of GNP. Indeed, it is
 curious logic to cite examples of how the American
 industrial structure has been distorted by political pres
 sures?in support of an argument for entrusting even

 One does not have
 to be a cynic to forecast
 that the surest way to

 multiply unwarranted
 subsidies and
 protectionist measures
 is to legitimize their
 existence under

 the rubric of industrial
 policy.
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 more economic decisions to the same political system.
 One does not have to be a cynic to forecast that the
 surest way to multiply unwarranted subsidies and pro
 tectionist measures is to legitimize their existence un
 der the rubric of industrial policy. The likely outcome of
 an industrial policy that encompassed some elements
 of both "protecting the losers" and "picking the win
 ners" is that the losers would back subsidies for the
 winners in return for the latter's support on issues of
 trade protection.74

 The argument is also made that we do provide assis
 tance to individual firms, on occasion and in a very ad
 hoc way; the Chrysler and Lockheed bailouts are usual
 ly cited as examples. Should we not, therefore, regular
 ize and rationalize this procedure, rather than making
 these assistance decisions on a case-by-case basis? In
 fact, the ad hoc approach is pre
 cisely the right approach. To ev- ^fl|
 ery rule there are exceptions. It /5w^
 may very occasionally be in the C/^X
 public interest to supersede the JuL ^
 market's judgment and to pre- A^ ^
 vent the bankruptcy of some ma- ^Roo
 jor firm. But it is a virtue that a ^mA ^
 special law is now needed for ^?^^^l*
 each case. It is a virtue that each ^^^^^K^SS?
 case is, in fact, treated as an ex- ^V^v* x?^?"
 ception. Only very exceptional V?A ^^yj
 cases are likely to muster the sup- J^^ * ^So
 port needed to enact a special V^i^K^ V*
 law, and the government's bar- %^5^^\V^v
 gaining power, to impose needed ^H^? \ n m\
 and painful reforms on manage- ^^^H ] 11 >
 ment and labor, is consequently J^mlJ/m. W
 enhanced. Should this process of ^^//^fli
 decision by exception be sup- ^^ S/JLl^mx5
 planted by an ongoing authority ^^^???j^^???a
 to initiate bailouts, the result
 would almost surely be a politi
 cally vulnerable fund, available to
 help avoid or delay politically sensitive plant closings.

 Some Real Problems

 To say that industrial policy is a dangerous solution for
 an imaginary problem is not to say that the United
 States has no serious economic difficulties. It has a
 number of them.

 Our most immediate set of problems is macroecono
 mic in nature. Recovery from the deepest recession of
 the postwar period has just begun. Having paid a very
 high price for partially wringing out a stubborn infla
 tion fifteen years in the making, we?along with every
 other industrial country?will have to walk a very fine
 line to sustain an economic recovery vigorous enough
 to make substantial inroads on unemployment, but not
 so buoyant as to risk a resurgence of inflationary pres
 sures or inflationary expectations.

 In addition, we in the United States face the special
 problem of a political impasse that threatens to perpet
 uate very sizeable federal budget deficits even as the
 economy recovers towards full utilization of its re
 sources. Since the Federal Reserve is most unlikely to

 accommodate these high employment deficits with
 large and inflationary increases in the money supply,
 failure to break the impasse with tax increases and
 spending cuts would extend today's high real interest
 rates?or, more likely, even higher ones?into the in
 definite future. This outcome would have particularly
 serious consequences for the health of America's indus
 trial structure. High interest rates would tend to perpet
 uate overvaluation of the U.S. dollar, and would
 continue to penalize American exports and encourage
 imports. At home, the high interest rates would espe
 cially depress purchases of durable manufactured
 goods. Finally, the ability of new and young enter
 prises, at the frontiers of technological advance, to raise
 new capital could be seriously impaired to the extent
 that the actuality and the expectation of continued high

 interest rates depressed stock
 market values.

 Getting America's monetary
 and fiscal policies in order is far
 more important for the health of
 the nation's industrial structure
 than any conceivable set of new
 industrial policies. What now
 seem to be serious problems of
 industrial structure would quick
 ly shrink and become far more

 manageable with a few years of
 balanced economic recovery at
 lower real interest rates.
 After the achievement of a sus

 tained and balanced recovery, the
 prospects for which depend
 heavily on how the government
 uses its macroeconomic tools, the
 next most important factors influ
 encing industrial performance are
 mainly beyond the government's
 control?such things as the pace
 of technological progress, the

 course of labor-management relationships, and the sta
 bility of world markets. There is, however, a variety of
 governmental microeconomic policies that can affect,
 favorably or unfavorably, the vigor and adaptability of
 American industry. Choices among alternatives in this
 area sometimes pose very difficult tradeoffs between
 economic efficiency and other social goals. For exam
 ple, environmental considerations compete with the
 objective of keeping industrial costs low. The provision
 of generous tax incentives for risk bearing has to be
 balanced with the objective of a more equal distribution
 of income. Additional federal support for scientific and
 technical education would conflict with the goal of
 budget expenditure control. In other cases, what is at
 issue is not a tradeoff among competing national objec
 tives, but the reform or elimination of provisions in tax
 or regulatory codes that distort the pattern of invest
 ment among different industries. The 1981 liberaliza
 tion of depreciation allowances, for example, was
 desirable in the aggregate but very arbitrary as among
 investments of different types. It sharply skewed rates
 of return and distorted investment incentives among
 industries. Determining the federal government's
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 stance on these and other thorny issues will continue to
 provide grist for the legislative and political mills in the
 years ahead. How they are settled will have an impor
 tant, even if not overwhelming, influence on the behav
 ior of American industries.

 The most critical and vexing structural problems that
 American society will have to face in the coming decade
 have little to do with the issues raised by industrial
 policy. Even with a return to prosperity, unemploy
 ment among America's black youth will remain scan
 dalously high. Large parts of American central cities
 will continue to be afflicted by serious financial con
 straints, social problems, and physical decay. And, if
 recent studies are to be believed, the quality of Ameri
 can education has been deteriorating for a number of
 years. Unfortunately, no one yet seems to have a very
 clear idea of exactly how the federal government can
 best play a constructive role in fundamentally reversing
 these very troubling structural trends. But we must
 keep searching for solutions?and where federal out
 lays are required to experiment with promising ap
 proaches, these are the areas, unlike most others,
 where the benefit of the doubt ought to be given a little
 more rather than a little less funding.

 In sum, there are changes in in federal fiscal and
 monetary policies that could help the economy general
 ly, and industry in particular, attain a more satisfactory
 level of economic prosperity. There are microeconomic
 policies that we know could contribute to an environ
 ment that is favorable to the creation of new and rapidly
 expanding lines of business and to the adaptability of
 American industry. In many cases, formulating these
 policies requires making some very difficult choices
 among competing national objectives.

 In addition, there are a few very important structural
 problems for which, at the moment, no convincing so
 lutions are in sight. Yet it is absolutely essential that we
 keep searching and experimenting to try to solve them.

 One structural problem, however, that does not exist
 is the de-industrialization of American industry. And
 one set of government measures that we do not need is
 an industrial policy under which the federal govern
 ment tries to play an important role in determining the
 allocation of resources to individual firms and indus
 tries.
 We have enough real problems without creating new

 ones.
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